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Frequently Asked Questions 

 

Is a training period necessary to use Target Navigator? 

No. It is only sufficent follow the instruction of “How to start” file and if necessary look up at on line 

guide: each table is always prvided by the help icon. 

--------- 

Is Target Navigator a software only  for organization? 

Target Navigator can be used by people (who has a goal to achieve, e.g. plan a wedding), by 

volunteering organization, by banks, by enterprise, by multinational corporations, in conclusion 

everybody cas use it. 

--------- 

What's the meaning of Strategic planning?  

Strategic Planning means to plan in extend period. Target Navigator is an ideal tool for the 

governance of improvement projects (changing, innovation) which have a strategical feature 

--------- 

Is  an important project necessary  to use Target Navigator? 

No. The size and the importance of projects are not  reasons to take Target Navigator. The wish of 

concluding a minor project could be a good reason to use it too. 

--------- 

How can be used Target navigator in a government?  

The use of Target Navigator in a government is the same that in whatever organization. You should 

have goal to achieve. In particular, fox example, is an effective tool to manage and supervise a 

mayor's planning. 

--------- 

Why is the term “strategic plan” often used? What does it mean? 

The term “plan” is generically referred to the path you would follow to achieve the goals. Complex and 

long time projects add to the term “plan”, the word “strategic”. The mission of Target Navigator is: to 

make effective all this kind of  complex interventions. Anyway, we use the word “plan” in the tables as 

a generic form because all activities areassignable to a work plan. 
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Must the period of the plan always be five? 

Absolutely not. Of course, it's simple to think to one single period. Infact, else if a procject has a shortly 

period, will be always possible to split the plan in milestones, spread in global time of plan. Milestones 

stand for a set of target to achieve. For example, you can have an imporving project, splitted in three 

milestones. Therefore, the “target management” table has to be filled in just three period. In addition, 

periods could have different lenght. 

--------- 

 Who insert the target's achievement rate? 

The chief of goal which is referred the target. 

--------- 

How much periods of plan have to be long? Have the period be necessary long an year? 

The periods of the plan could have any lenght, either if one is different from an other. 

--------- 

Which are the tools of Target Navigator for a context analysis? 

The tools are almost well-known e can be useful for study and complexity of orgnizations problem. 

There's the simple filling of matrix, swot analysis and at last the Balanced Scorecard. 

--------- 

Is it necessary to fill all the context analysis table? 

Every user chooses to fill the table most appropriate according to own needs. 

--------- 

What's the work group? 

The work group is composed by people who lead the plan. People could be internal or external to the 

organization. They have different role in daily routine, but they work togheter in planning to achieve 

the best results. 

--------- 

Is it necesary to hold all role of work group? 

Absolutely not. 

 

What's a dozer? 

A dozer is a group who kill old habits. They're as marines to introuce in the organization to test and 

innovate process, quickly. They're essential in planning, in order to strike out all  the opposition to the 

change. 
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--------- 

Who insert the rate of the activities progress? 

The chief of activities. 

--------- 

How can I manage the  check meeting? 

The check meeting, as other meeting, has to be planned and inserted in the “activities” table. When 

it's finished, the meeting can be recorded in a spefic table.  

--------- 

What's the funciton of the agreement? 

Agreement is used to give strenght to the workgroup in troubles. It is used to know loayal  people, it's 

necessary to keep loyalty, therefore to go through the path of Vision, respecting shared value. 

--------- 

 Who sign the agreement? 

Agreement is always signed by people of workgroup. However the better choice could be that 

the agreement would be signed by all people who has a leading role in organization. 

--------- 

Is vision always an grat and far destination? 

Vision is always always a great destination that could be not so far. It could be a bold destination, 

small but very complex. Greatness is determined by value and importance gived to contained goals. 

--------- 

 Is necessary to assign inidcators and target to goals of Vision? 

It is non necessary. The right hings to do is transform the Vision in strategic goals (then operative) and 

assign more than one success indicator. 

--------- 

Are the values chosen form that shared by company or people who signed agreement? 

Usually values are chosen and shared by people who signs the agreement, but almost always thy 

became the organization values too. Sometimes in the begining is useful to make a sharing process 

more large to being each person involved and conscious to the respect of its. 

--------- 

What's the point of filling the “organizational welfare” table? 

For people who believe in organizational welfare, it will be easier to describe how they would realize 

it. To store this information serve for comphrension of operative goal and also to get it visible in 

general report that could be showed to investor and stakeholder. 
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--------- 

Is filling the “stakeholder” table necessary? 

If we are managing a stratecig planning, it is too much important. It's worth that goals of plan have 

to be referred to their expectations. 

--------- 

May the employees of the orgnization can work on Target Navigator? 

Only the employees who has a user name and a password, with a specific level use, can work on it 

--------- 

Should I put in the table all orgnizational aeras or just the one involved in plan? 

For execution of  plan, it's enough to put the involved areas. 

--------- 

Could I describe the company mission in  a different period respect to the reccomended one? 

Yes, of course. The description of the mission is only functional on comletition of  General Report, if you 

want to show it to investor and stakeholder in general. Instead, it is necessary when the project provide to 

change it in future and then new goals and products must be setted up by company mission. 

--------- 

What's the point of alert mail navifator starting? 

It serve to make your self driven. Alert mail Navigator ha the function of advise about starting and 

ending stuff. It serve either to keep high the attention on effiency and effectiveness level in path. 

--------- 

 What's the function of thematic areas? 

If a planning is for a specif social area o an innovation theme, a product brand, or a new market, and 

so on, you should fill the appropriate table. This action will allow you to see later the goals status for 

each thematic area. 

--------- 

 What's the function of indicators? 

You can't estimate the goal's achievement without indicators. Indicator is the goal's atribute. It is as a 

units to which you can assign a maximum value to achieve. 

--------- 

What's the function of primary goal? 

It is a goal by who depends or springs other  goals. For example: a vison goal is primary respect to a 

strategic goal, that is primary respect to an operative goal. 
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--------- 

Does it exist a limit number of activities that I can pu in a specif goal? 

No. There's no limit. 

--------- 

How many target indicators can I use to determine a goal's achievement. 

All that you need or you feel necessary. 

--------- 

Posso cambiare gli obiettivi durante il percorso? Can I chane the goal during the path? 

Yes, of course. You can add, change and cancel all goals you want. 

--------- 

Can I change the target for each indicator during the path? 

Yes, of course. In this case, remember about recording the reasons by a meeting report. 

--------- 

If I change the roles of agreement, how can I update it? 

You have just to insert a new agreement and deactivate the previous one. 

--------- 

How can I understand if agreements is rightly running? 

You have to activate the alert mail navigator and use the different report available. 

--------- 

When I use Target Navigator for improvement goals and then with a short period project, should 

I fill all the existing table? 

No. The only necessary table are: goals, indicators and target, sctivities, human resource needeed to 

project, organizational areas involved. Obviouvsly is necessary to fill the period table and the 

naviagator one. 

--------- 

Is Target Navigator an helpful tool for performance estimation in a public company? 

Yes of course. For example, it is necessary to transform the major's goals for the government in 

strategic goal and operative one and then add the goals from other politics document. 

--------- 

Have the assistance requests an additional cost? 

No, if  they're abut the software use and the management is via mail. 


